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KELVIN PROBE FORCE MICROSCOPY AND ITS
APPLICATIONS
SUMMARY
Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy(KPFM) is a modied version of Atomic Force
Microscopy(AFM) which measures the local surface potential or work function
of dierent metals with high spatial resolution. It is also known as 'Surface
Potential Microcopy'. The dierence of KPFM from AFM is that it depends on
the principle of Kelvin method and provides work function dierence of metals
as well as high resolution topography imaging. The work function map obtained
from KPFM provides electronic characterization of materials.
In this work we modied the Atomic Force Microscope(AFM) to perform the
Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy measurements. There are dierent KPFM
modes commonly employed in the literature. We operated the KPFM in
multi-frequency mode in this work, topographical signal and the Kelvin probe
signal are simultaneously detected at rst and second resonance frequencies
of the cantilever, respectively. Thus topography of the surface and work
function dierence between the sample and tip are simultaneously determined.
The rst resonance frequency is used to obtain topography image as used in
intermittent-contact AFM mode. The second resonance frequency is used to
obtain the work function dierence image of the sample using a digital Phase
Locked Loop or Lock-in Amplier and a kelvin feedback system.
In this thesis dierent materials were imaged with KPFM and work function
dierences between dierent materials were measured by comparing these work
function dierences with theoretical values.
xv
xvi
KELV_IN KUVVET AYGITI M_IKROSKOBU VE UYGULAMALARI
OZET
Kelvin Kuvvet Aygt Mikroskobu (KKAM) yuzeylerin is fonksiyonlarn atomik
ve molekuler olcekte gozleyebilen atomik kuvvet mikroskobunun (AKM) degisik
bir turudur. Bu yuzden "Yuzey Potansiyeli Mikroskobu" olarak da bilinir. Kelvin
Kuvvet Aygt Mikroskobu'nun Atomik Kuvvet Mikroskobundan fark Kelvin
metodu prensibine gore calsmas ve yuksek cozunurluklu topogra bilgisinin
yan sra yuzeylerin is fonksiyonlar farkn vermesidir. Kelvin Kuvvet Aygt
Mikroskobu ile sagladgmz is fonksiyonu haritas, o materyalin yerel yaplarnn
elektronik durumlar ve kompozisyonu hakknda bilgi verir.
Bu calsmada Kelvin Kuvvet Aygt Mikroskobu olcumleri icin Atomik Kuvvet
Mikroskobu sistemi uzerinde degisiklik yaplmstr. Kaynaklara gore farkl Kelvin
Kuvvet Aygt calsma kipleri vardr. Biz, bu calsmada ilk rezonans frekasnda
topogra sinyalinin ikinci rezonans frekansnda ise is fonksiyonu sinyalinin ayn
anda saptandg coklu frekans modunda calstk. Boylece yuzeyin topograsi ile
yuzeyin, mikroskobun ignesine gore is fonksiyonu degeri ayn anda belirlenmis
olur. _Ilk rezonans frekans, Atomik Kuvvet Mikroskobunun yar temas kipinde
oldugu gibi topograyi belirlemek icin kullanlrken, ikinci rezonans frekans Faz
Kilitleme Dongusu veya Frekans Kilitlemeli Yukseltici ve Geri Besleme Sistemi
ile is fonksiyonu farkn belirlemek icin kullanlr. Bu tez calsmasnda Kelvin
Kuvvet Aygt Mikroskobu kullanlarak farkl metallar incelenmis ve bu farkl
metaller arasndaki is fonksiyonlar fark teorideki degerleri ile karslastralarak
olculmustur.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fundamentals of scanning probes microscopes rely on 1600's. Isaac Newton
studied with inertia and force to understand motion of objects and in 1687
explained three laws of motion which are described these days in physics. In
1881  1882 Hertz published an article about contact mechanics[1]. In his work
he wanted to work out the relationship between the optical properties of multiple,
stacked lenses with the force holding them together. Then prolometers and
indenters were developed in 1920's. Developments in quantum mechanics also
provided a basis for scanning probe techniques. In 1927 Friedrich Hund discovered
the principle of quantum tunneling (quantum mechanical barrier penetration)[2].
In 1930's some thoughts about atomic forces were begun to develop. In 1936
London related an interacting two-atom system with van der Waals force which
is the interaction between the dipoles occured in the atoms. Then in 1956
Lifshitz developed the macroscopic theory (also called the modern or continuum
theory)of van der Waals forces between and within continuous materials[3]. In
1970's D. Tabor, R.H.S. Winterton, J.N. Israelachvili developed the rst surface
forces apparatus for directly measuring the forces between surfaces and for
studying other interfacial phenomena at the molecular level. The topograner is
predecessor of scanning tunneling microscope, was invented by Young in 1972[4].
It is very similar to scanning tunneling microscope but it relies on the principle of
eld emission and also the tip should be rather far away from the surface. In the
topograner two scanning piezo elements are used for scanning specimen surface
with the emitter which is like sharp tip. In the topograner the voltage between
the emitter and the surface is amplied and applied to a piezoelectric seramic
element on which the emitter is mounted. The distance between the emitter and
surface is kept constant by a servo system. The vertical and horizontal resolutions
of topograner were limited to 30 A and 4000 A. In 1982 Binnig, Rohrer and
coworkers have developed rst scanning tunneling microscope and received the
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Nobel Prize in Physics in 1986 for their discovery [5]. The physical basis of the
STM is electron tunneling. Binnig and coworkers obtained STM image of clean
Au(100) surface and a graphite surface.
STM also has been widely used to atomic manipulation besides imaging the
structure and electrical properties of materials. In 1990 Don Eigler manipulated
Xe atoms on Ni(110) surface with single atoms by using a STM tip[6]. But
in atomic manipulation there were some problems in controllably positioning
atoms on the surfaces. In manipulation process the force interaction between
the tip and adsorbate atom is increased by making the tip-surface distance
smaller. This interaction should be stronger for the adsorbate atom to overcome
the lateral forces and be able to move along surface. Also not to move the
adsorbate atoms from the substrate to the tip, the tip-adsorbate atom interaction
should be smaller than the adsorbate-substrate interaction. Therefore the force
interaction should be measured to control the atoms on surfaces and in this
way to control the manipulation. Also the principle of STM limits the kinds of
materials imaging. Only conductor materials can be imaged with STM. Because
of these disadvantages atomic force microscope has been constructed with its
capability of measuring forces between the surface atoms and tip and imaging of
nonconductive materials. Binnig and coworkers has developed the rst atomic
force microscope in 1986[7]. After one year of the invention of AFM, Binnig and
coworkers succeeded to image of surface of graphite. In Atomic Force Microscopy
the force interaction between the atoms of a sharp tip and sample surface is
used to investigate surfaces, just like the tunneling current in STM. Constructing
AFM has opened a new challenging area for scientists. In 1991 Nonnenmacher
et al.[21] developed Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy working with the principle
of Kelvin method which was introduced rst by Lord Kelvin[55] and observed
before Alessandro Volta at the beginning of the 19th century.
In Kelvin method two conductors are brought parallel with a small distance
between them as a parallel plate capacitor shown in Figure 1.1. When two
conductors are rst brought into electrical contact, free electrons ow from one
with the higher fermi level to the other one with the lower fermi level. When the
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system reaches a thermodynamical equilibrium, the resulting potential dierence
is the Contact Potential Dierence(CPD) between the metals and is equal to
the dierence between their work functions. In this way, the contact potential
between the two materials is given by,
Vc =
1
e(2   1) (1.1)
where 1 and 2 are the work functions of the conductors. Although the Kelvin
Figure 1.1: The schematic diagram of Kelvin method. "1 and "2 are the fermi
levels of conductors.
method has a high sensitivity for potential measurement, it does not obtain a
lateral image of the variation of the CPD on the surface[21]. High resolution
CPD measurements can be achieved by using KPFM which is a modied version
of Scanning Probe Microscopy(SPM).
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2. STM AND AFM
2.1 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
The underlying physical basis of the STM is the tunneling eect. The tunneling
eect originates from the wavelike properties of particles in quantum mechanics.
When a particle is coming towards to a barrier with a kinetic energy smaller
than the potential energy of the barrier, there is classically non-zero probability
of passing over the forbidden region and reappearing on the other side of the
barrier.
0 is the potential of a rectangular barrier,E is the kinetic energy of the particle,
m is the mass of particle and p is the probability for the particle to pass over the
barrier with thickness d is given by,
p / e 2kd (2.1)
where k =
p
2m(0   E)=~2
The tunneling transmissivity decreases exponentially with the tunneling
distance,in vacuum about a factor of 10 every A.
Figure 2.1 shows the energy of the tunneled particle is the same, only the quantum
amplitude is decreased. Hence the probability of the process is also decreased.
The principle of electron tunneling was rst proposed by Giaever [8]. He thought
that when a potential dierence is applied to two metals separated by a thin
insulating lm, a current will be occurred between metals with the ability of
electrons to penetrate a potential barrier. To be able to measure a tunneling
current, the two metals must be so closed(must be spaced no more than 10 nm
apart). Binnig and Rohrer were the rst to use this formula;
I  18 VT
104

k
d
Aeffe
 2kd (2.2)
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of quantum tunneling
where 2k[1/A]= 1:0251=2[eV ], is the average work function,VT is the bias
voltage, d is the separation between the tip and the surface and Aeff is the
eective area determining the lateral resolution.
The tunneling current depends very strongly on the distance between the tip and
the surface. A change in separation of tip-surface about 1 A causes nearly an
order of magnitude change in current.
The tip is scanned over the surface, while the tunneling current between it and
the surface is measured. There are two STM modes basically; constant current
mode and the constant height mode.
Figure 2.2(a) shows the basic constant current mode of operation[9]. To keep
the current constant, a feedback loop changes the distance between the surface
and tip. The feedback loop achieves this by applying suitable voltages to the
piezoelectric crystal and the applying voltage to the piezo gives the topographic
map of the surface. In the constant height mode (Figure 2.2(b)[9]. In this mode
the feedback keeps the average current constant. The changes of the tunneling
current give the topographic image of the surface. The constant current mode
is generally used for atomic-scale images. The constant height mode is not
convenient for rough surfaces, because of that it is used for atomically at surfaces.
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Figure 2.2: An STM can be operated in either the constantcurrent (a) or the
constant-height mode (b).
However this mode provides faster scanning images of surfaces to minimize image
distortion due to piezoelectric creep and thermal drift.
2.1.1 The STM design of Binnig
Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of an STM designed by Binnig and Rohrer[5]. The
tip(T) of the microscope shown in Figure 2.3(a) is scanned over the surface
of the sample(S) with a piezoelectric tripod(X,Y,Z). Positioning of the sample
is achieved with a piezoelectric 'louse'(L) with electrostatically clamp feet. A
vibration lter system(P) protects the system from external vibration and noise.
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In the constant current mode a voltage Vz is applied to the Z piezoelectric element
and the feedback loop shown in Figure 2.3(b) keeps the tunneling current constant
while the tip is scanned over the surface altering Vz and Vy. These altering voltage
values give surface topography of the sample.
2.2 Atomic Force Microscopy
Figure 2.3: Schematic of a scanning tunneling microscope designed by Binnig
and its operation
Led Binnig,Quate and Gerber built the rst Atomic Force Microscope(AFM) in
1986[7]. They made a tiny spring from gold foil and placed a small diamond
fragment on the cantilever to act as a tip. They positioned the tip close to the
sample and measured the deection of the cantilever with an STM tip. In this
way they were able to measure the force on the diamond tip and obtained images
of a ceramic sample.
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In an AFM, the force between the sample and tip is used (instead of the tunneling
current) to detect the distance between the tip and the sample. The cantilever
which is extremely sensitive to weak forces is xed at one end; the other end has
a sharp tip which gently contacts the surface of a sample. The sharp tip scans
over the surface within a very short distance. Deection of the cantilever due to
force interaction between the tip and surface is detected with variable deection
techniques and sent to the feedback loop and used as reference in order to obtain
topographical images.
2.2.1 Development of the AFM
The rst AFM images were taken in repulsive contact between the tip and
the surface. Also attractive forces were required to be measured. But some
early attempts to measure attractive forces in the AFM by the contact mode
of operation method failed [10]. Because when the tip and the surface are in
contact, attractive forces are much smaller than other interaction forces between
the sample and the tip. Martin et al.[11] could measure these weak interactions
increasing the sensitivity by a factor of Q (the quality factor of cantilever). The
cantilever was oscillated near its resonance frequency and changes in oscillation
amplitude were measured due to the tip-surface interaction. This work brought
an important development of a number of dynamic mode of operation techniques
also referred to as intermittent-contact and non-contact modes. These modes are
more sensitive than the contact mode of operation.
In the earliest work in AFM, the cantilevers were made by hand from small metal
wires by Marti et al.[12] or pieces of metal foil by Binnig et al.[7]. But they
couldn't make the cantilevers smaller than  1mm, so the highest achievable
resonant frequencies were only a few kHz. This limits the available bandwidth
and causes vibrational problems. Thus, microfabricated cantilevers which can
be much smaller and have a higher resonance frequency, were developed. These
cantilevers were rst made by Binnig et al.[10] using etching techniques and
the designs and some fabrication processes were developed further by Albrecht
et al.[13]. These processes include a method for producing SiO2 or Si3N4
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cantilevers without tip and a method for producing SiO2and Si3N4 cantilevers
with integrated tips.
Another signicant development in AFM was the measurement of the frictional
forces between the tip and the surface. Mate et. al.[14] could measure the
frictional forces using an AFM by an interferometric detection system which could
measure only lateral forces and called as Frictional Force Microscope(FFM).
The most important developments for AFM work were the inventions of detection
systems dierently from interferometric detection system. Capacitance detection
system was invented by Neubauer et al.[15] and the optical beam deection
system was devised by Meyer and Amer[16]. The optical beam deection is
now commonly used, also it was used in the Atomic Force Microscopy supplied
by Nano Magnetics Instruments Ltd. for our work. These cantilever deection
detection techniques will be analyzed in more detail in further sections.
The other signicant development in AFM that is particularly relevant to this
thesis was the measurement of electrostatic forces. First Martin et al.[17] and
Erlandsson et al.[18] measured electrostatic forces by the method Martin et
al.[11] described before to increase the sensitivity by a factor of Q. Martin
et al.[17] also used another technique to measure electrostatic forces as small
as 10 10. Then Terris et al.[19] measured electrostatic forces by applying an
ac voltage between the sample and the tip. In this way Electrostatic Force
Microscopy(EFM) was developed by the method in which an ac voltage is applied
between the sample and the tip and ac force on the tip was measured.
The nal development in EFM instrumentation that is exactly relevant to this
thesis came with the development of Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy(KPPFM)
by Weaver and Abraham [20] and Nonnenmacher et al.[21] in 1991. It measures
the contact potential dierence of dierent metals with high spatial resolution by
the principle of Kelvin Method besides obtaining topographic images.
2.2.2 AFM imaging
The underlying principle of AFM is that the interactions between the tip and
the sample cause deections on the cantilever and these interactions between the
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tip and sample are measured by recording the deection of the cantilever. There
are several modes of imaging based on atomic forces. Generally the deection of
the cantilever can be measured associated with the force. Keeping the deection
constant by varying the vertical position of the tip produces constant force image.
For instance; when the tip is close to the sample, interactions between the tip
and the sample increase and the image represents the topographic structure
of the surface. But the deection is not the most sensitive measurement, it
has a relatively small signal-to-noise ratio. There is another more sensitive
measurement which uses the vibrational characteristics of the cantilever.
The cantilever is characterized by its spring constant k, resonant frequency f0 and
quality factor Q.The quality factor depends on the damping mechanisms present
in the cantilever.
For a rectangular cantilever with dimensions width(w), thickness(t) and length(l),
the spring constant k is given by
k =
EYwt
3
4l3
(2.3)
where EY is the Young's modulus.
The resonant frequency of the cantilever is given by
f0 =
1
2
t
l2
s
EY

(2.4)
where  is the mass density of the cantilever material.
2.2.3 Measuring the cantilever deection
The AFM is simply one kind of force measuring device,designed to measure
particularly small forces (a few nN or less) and therefore small spring
displacements. Historically, a lot of dierent techniques have been used to
measure very small displacements,and many of them have been tried in the AFM.
In this section a number of the techniques that have been used in the AFM will
be described and their advantages and disadvantages will be explained.
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2.2.3.1 Electron tunneling detection
In the rst AFM set-up an STM tip was used to measure the cantilever
deection[7]. The STM tip was positioned behind the AFM tip. The changes
in the tunneling current gives the cantilever displacement in the same way as
the tip-surface separation is monitored via the exponential dependence of the
current on separation in the STM set-up, I _ exp( 2kd) This method is
convenient to set up and high sensitive to the displacement of the cantilever.
The high sensitivity is resulting from the exponential distance dependence of
the tunneling current an it provides a wide application area. On the other
hand, the tunneling technique requires the use of feedback circuits to follow large
cantilever deections and thermal drifts and this limits the available bandwidth.
Also the contamination-induced instabilities of the tunneling junction makes its
performance very unreliable. This is an important disadvantage of the electron
tunneling detection. And the tunneling tip applies extraneous van der Waals and
electrostatic forces on the cantilever. Actual force measurements can be aected
because of these forces[19]. As a consequence of these problems, the tunneling
detection method is not used widely today.
2.2.3.2 Capacitance detection
The capacitance detection was rst used by Neubauer et al.[19] who used a simple
parallel plate geometry. They used the back of the lever as one plate of a parallel
plate capacitor and measured the change in capacitance due to the displacement
of the lever. This technique proved more eective than the STM method.
Also frictional force and load were determined simultaneously by measuring the
capacitance change between the cantilever and two orthogonal plates. Optical
techniques for AFM cantilever deection are fundamentally limited by photon
shot noise. There is no such a limitation for capacitance detection method. But
there is another limitation problem arises from properties of capacitive detectors.
Capacitance detection becomes more sensitive when large plates are used. But,
AFM cantilevers must be as small as possible, because a high resonant frequency
is required. If the plates are reduced in size, the gap must also be reduced to retain
the same sensitivity, and if the gap is reduced, the alignment and atness of the
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plates become more critical. As a result, these problems limit the performance
of small capacitive detectors.
Capacitive sensing is basically unsuitable for the AFM, because the plates cannot
be made big enough to overcome the practical problems of a alignment and surface
roughness.
2.2.3.3 Optical interferometry
An instrument based on a interferometer was developed [22], after the rst papers
on the AFM appeared, which used a tunneling sensor, because of its limitation
problems. The light from the laser light source is polarized by the polarizing
beam splitter and focused onto the back of the cantilever shown in Figure 2.4.
The reected light is collimated by the same lens and interferes with the reference
beam reected from an optical at. Then the reference pattern is projected to
on a photodiode. =4   plate is used to separate the reected light from the
incident light. The lever deection is measured with the help of the interference
pattern. The interference pattern is modulated by the oscillating cantilever.
Interferometry is a well-established method for measuring small displacements.
Therefore it was used in AFM measurements from an early stage, and a number
of dierent types of interferometer have been implemented. The designs vary
signicantly, but can be divided into homodyne and heterodyne interferometers
and optical bre-based systems. The systems vary in performance, they are all
capable in principle of high sensitivity and they all measure linear than angular
displacement.
Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of optical interferometry.
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An instrument based on a interferometer was developed [22], after the rst papers
on the AFM appeared, which used a tunneling sensor, because of its limitation
problems. The light from the laser light source is polarized by the polarizing
beam splitter and focused onto the back of the cantilever shown in Figure 2.4.
The reected light is collimated by the same lens and interferes with the reference
beam reected from an optical at. Then the reference pattern is projected to
on a photodiode. =4   plate is used to separate the reected light from the
incident light. The lever deection is measured with the help of the interference
pattern. The interference pattern is modulated by the oscillating cantilever.
Interferometry is a well-established method for measuring small displacements.
Therefore it was used in AFM measurements from an early stage, and a number
of dierent types of interferometer have been implemented. The designs vary
signicantly, but can be divided into homodyne and heterodyne interferometers
and optical bre-based systems. The systems vary in performance, they are all
capable in principle of high sensitivity and they all measure linear than angular
displacement.
In heterodyne interferometers light with frequency !0 is split into a reference path
and a measurement path[23]. The light in the measurement path is frequency
shifted to !1 by an acousto-optical modulator. The light reected from the
oscillating cantilever interferes with the reference beam on the detector It is one
of the most sensitive deection detection method.
The ber optical interferometer is one of the simplest interferometers. The light
from a laser source is sent to an optical ber[23]. The light is split in a ber-optic
beam splitter into two bers. One of the ber is specially prepared not to receive
any reected light back in to the ber. The other ber is brought close to the
cantilever and the light is partially reected back into the ber by the cantilever.
The two reected waves interfere with each other. The product is sent back to the
ber coupler and again split into two parts. One of is detected by the photodiode,
the other half is fed back into the laser.
Clearly, interferometry has signicant advantages over all the other methods
discussed. The only real disadvantage is its complexity. In heterodyne
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interferometers light with frequency !0 is split into a reference path and a
measurement path[23]. The light in the measurement path is frequency shifted
to !1 by an acousto-optical modulator. The light reected from the oscillating
cantilever interferes with the reference beam on the detector. It is one of the
most sensitive deection detection method.
The ber optical interferometer is one of the simplest interferometers. The light
from a laser source is sent to an optical ber[23]. The light is split in a ber-optic
beam splitter into two bers. One of the ber is specially prepared not to receive
any reected light back in to the ber. The other ber is brought close to the
cantilever and the light is partially reected back into the ber by the cantilever.
The two reected waves interfere with each other. The product is sent back to the
ber coupler and again split into two parts. One of is detected by the photodiode,
the other half is fed back into the laser.
Clearly, interferometry has signicant advantages over all the other methods
discussed. The only real disadvantage is its complexity.
2.2.3.4 Optical beam deection(OBD)
Meyer and Amer[16] developed the optical beam deection technique which is
the most common cantilever deection detection system. In this system laser
beam is dropped to the back of the cantilever, then reected light from the back
of the cantilever is sent to a two-cell photodiode. The light beam is set to hit
the photodiodes in the middle of the two diodes. Forces on the tip cause the
cantilever to bend, and any deection of the cantilever will cause an imbalance
of the number of photons reaching the diodes. Hence the electrical current in the
photodiodes will be unbalanced too. The dierence signal is amplied and it is
the input signal to the feedback loop. This technique was later improved by the
same authors in 1990[22], using a four-cell photodiode to measure lateral forces
on the tip.
Figure 2.5 shows the diagram of a AFM with cantilever and OBD. The reected
laser beam is detected with a position sensitive photodetector(PSPD) which
consists of two adjacent photodiodes (PDAAandPDBB) shown in Figure 2.6[54].
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Figure 2.5: Diagram of a AFM with cantilever probe and optical beam deection
The cantilever displacement z induces the cantilever deection  given by,
 =
3
2
z
l
(2.5)
where l is the cantilever length.
If the cantilever deects , the laser beam deects 2. In this way, the PSPD
displacement a is given by,
a = 3
s
l
z (2.6)
where s is the distance between the tip and the PSPD.
The photocurrents (iAandib) from the two photodiodes are independently
detected with I-V convertors. The photocurrents are proportional to the intensity
incident on the diode. The voltage signal (VA B) which is proportional to the
current dierence (iA B) is produced by a dierential amplier. In this way the
variation of the cantilever deection signal is given by,
VA B = PPDRIV
3s
la
z (2.7)
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Figure 2.6: Typical experiment set-up for a cantilever deection using OBD
method[54]
 : The eciency of the light-to-current conversion at the photodiodes.
: The laser power attenuation coecient in the optical path.
P : the output power of the laser diode.
PD: Frequency-dependent gain reduction factor
RIV : The feedback resistor of the photodiode preamplier.
This equation shows that the sensitivity can be increased by increasing the
intensity of the light beam or by decreasing the divergence of the laser beam.
One of the major noise sources in OBD is the photodiode shot noise[23]. The
voltage noise arising from the short noise is,
vs = PDRIV
p
2ePBBPF (2.8)
given, where e and BBPF are the elementary charge and the band width of the
band pass lter, respectively.
The eective cantilever deection noise density caused by the shot noise is given
by as following,
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nzs =
vs=
p
BBPF
VA B=z
=
la
3s
r
2e
P
(2.9)
The other major noise source in OBD method is the John noise. It is occurred
from the resistor RIV used in the I-V converters. The voltage noise arising from
the Johnson noise is given,
vj =
p
4kBTNPDRIVBBPF (2.10)
where, kB, T and NPD are the Boltzman constant, temperature and the number
of photodiodes used in the PSD, respectively. The eective cantilever deection
noise density is given by,
nzj =
vj=
p
BBPF
VA B=z
=
la
3s
1
PPD
r
4kBTNPD
RIV
(2.11)
In most of the OPD sensors nzs is the predominant noise component. Thus, nzj
is smaller than nzs.
The advantages of this detection system is that it is a very simple and convenient
method, and also normal and lateral forces can be measured simultaneously. It
is a widely used system and has been used especially in commercial instruments.
Therefore we use the beam optical deection to measure the cantilever deection
in our AFM supplied by Nanomagnetics Instruments Ltd.
2.2.3.5 Other deection methods
There are other deection methods such as piezoresistive and piezoelectiricity
detection. Piezoresistive detection is an alternative detection system which is not
used widely. Piezoresistive cantilever is based on the fact that the resistivities
of certain materials which change with the applied stress, for instance Si. The
resistance changes due to the mechanical deection of the lever. Piezoelectricity
detection is worked with the same principle. The cantilever deection is measured
by a characteristic changing of the electric potential when a stress is applied.
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2.2.4 Piezo eect and piezoelectric scanners
An electric eld applied across a piezoelectric material causes a change in the
crystal structure, with expansion in some directions and contraction in others.
Also, a net volume change occurs. Many scanning probe microscopes(SPM's)
use the transverse piezo electric eect, where the applied electric eld E is
perpendicular to the expansion or contraction direction. The amount of expansion
or contraction is;
L = L(E:n)d31 = L
V
t
d31 (2.12)
L: the free length of piezo slab
n: direction of polarization
d31: the transverse piezoelectric constant
V : the applied voltage
t: the thickness of the piezo slab
Piezo translators are used in SPM's to scan the sample or the tip. Especially
piezo tube scanners are now widely used due to their simplicity and their small
size. The piezo ceramic is shaped into a tube form. The outer electrode is
separated into four segments and connected to the scanning voltage. Opposite
sectors are driven by signals of the same magnitude but opposite sign. This gives
two dimensional movement on a sphere. The inner electrode is normally driven
by the z signal.
2.2.5 Principles of atomic forces
Many SPM variants have developed to detect the forces between the sample and
the tip. A variety of tip-sample interactions can be measured by an atomic force
microscopy depending on the separation between the tip and the sample. The
interactions between the two atom or molecules can be classied as short-range
or long-range interactions. If the distance between the atoms is smaller than
the order of 2 or 3 A, the interactions are short-range and always repulsive.
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If the distance is larger than this typical interatomic spacing, the interactions
are long-range and repulsive or attractive. In vacuum there are van-der-Waals,
electrostatic and magnetic forces with a long range (up to 100 nm) and short-range
chemical forces.
2.2.5.1 Short-range interactions
There are short-range chemical forces such as the Morse potential and the
Lennard-Jones potential. They are strongly repulsive at a short distance and
slightly attractive at a long distance. Thus the short-range repulsive attraction is
more sensitive to a small change in the distance the long-range interaction. This
provides the basis for a high-resolution surface imaging in contact-mode AFM.
Vmorse =  Ebond(2e (z )   e 2(z )) (2.13)
VLennard Jones =  Ebond(2
6
z6
  
12
z12
) (2.14)
These chemical forces are more complicated and describe a chemical bond with
bonding energy(Ebond) and equilibrium distance(). The Morse potential has an
additional parameter: a decay length:
2.2.5.2 Long-range interactions
The fundamental interactions at long distances are the van der Waals(VDW)
interactions, which are responsible for the formation of solids,wetting. etc. At
distances of a few nanometers,van der Waals forces are suciently strong to
move macroscopic objects such as AFM cantilevers. Van der Waals interactions
consist of three components: polarization, induction, and dispersion. Polarization
refers to permanent dipole moments such as exist in water molecules. Induction
refers to the contribution of induced dipoles. Dispersion is due to instantaneous
uctuations of electrons, which occur at the frequency of light causing optical
dispersion.
According to Lifshitz theory[24], the VDW forces are considered as dispersion
forces associated with the electromagnetic uctuations. This theory shows that
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the forces between bodies interacting through a medium depend on the dielectric
properties of the bodies and the medium, and they are generally attractive and
but can also be repulsive. Measurements of the forces between bodies separated
in the 50-250 nm range show that Lifshitz theory is in good agreement with
experiment.
In a simple system, the van der Waals potential for two identical gas molecules,
is given by,
Uvdw = (
1
40
)2(
4
3kT
+ 22+
3
4

2~!)
1
z6
(2.15)
where  is the dipole moment, T is temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant,
 is the polarizability, 0 is the permittivity of free space and ~! is the ground
state energy of the electrons.
For a spherical tip with radius R next to a at surface the van-der-Waals potential
is;
Uvdw =  AHR
6z2
(2.16)
AH is the Hamaker constant which depends on the type of materials of the tip and
sample and is of the order of 1 eV for most solids. z is the distance between the
surface, R is the radius of the spherical tip. Long-range interactions usually act
between the sample and the tip besides sort-range interactions. Electrostatic
attraction or repulsion, current induced or static-magnetic interaction, and
capillary forces due to the surface energy of water condensed between the sample
and the tip are long-range interactions. When tip close to the sample van der
waals forces are bigger than these interactions. When tip is far from the surface
the van der waals interactions decreases rapidly and long-range forces become
signicant and contributes more to the signal.
On the basis of theory Hartmann[25] calculated the VDW interactions between
a SiO2 probe and a metal surface immersed in various liquids for the sip-sample
interaction of 1  4104nm. Immersion of the tip or sample in highly polar liquids
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is found to reduce the VDW forces, at small tip-sample distances, by up to more
than two orders of magnitude with respect to the value ins vacuum. It is also
found that VDW forces can be either attractive or repulsive by an appropriate
choice of the immersion medium.
Between the tip and a homogenous surface there may be electrostatic and
magnetic interactions. These forces take place in long-range interactions and
given by,
Fmagnetostatic = r(m Bsample) (2.17)
Felectrostatic =  1
2
V 2
@C
@z
(2.18)
where V is the potential dierence between the sample and the tip, C is the
tip-sample capacitance as a function of separation z, Bsample is the the magnetic
eld occuring from the sample surface, and m is the magnetic dipole of the tip.
Electrical forces are occurred by localized charge on the tip and insulating
surfaces. The charge is deposited either by applying a voltage pulse to the
microscope tip or by contact charging the insulator surface with the tip. While
the charge can be stable for hours in the air, the charge in the vacuum can be
stable for days. Electrical forces also can be occurred on the conductive tip and
conductive surfaces. In this case, there should be potential dierence between
the tip and the surface. The tip-surface system can be compared to the capacitor
with parallel plates. The electrical force becomes,
Felectrostatic =  1
2
(Vbias   VCPD)2@C
@z
(2.19)
where Vbias is the applied potential between the tip and the surface, VCPD is the
contact potential between the tip and the surface. To minimize the electrostatic
force, (Vbias   VCPD) should be zero.
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2.2.6 Modes of operation
2.2.6.1 Contact mode
The atomic force microscopy(AFM) measures the forces between a sharp tip and
a surface with high sensitivity by recording the deection of a small cantilever
spring on which the tip is mounted. This deection obeys Hooke's law
F =  kx (2.20)
where F is the force, x is the displacement, and k is the stiness of the cantilever.
A feedback loop monitors the tip-sample force and adjusts the sample z-position
to hold the force constant. The topographic image of the sample is then taken
from the sample z-position data. The mode described is called contact mode,
in which the tip is deected by the sample due to repulsive forces, or contact.
Thus contact mode is also known as repulsive mode. This mode was used in the
earliest work in AFM[7].
To examine this mode in more detail, refer to the van der Waals curve in Figure
2.7[56]. As the atoms are gradually brought together, they rst weakly attract
each other. This attraction increases until electron clouds of atoms begin to repel
each other electrostatically. This electrostatic repulsion weakens the attractive
force as the separation between the atoms continues to decrease. The force goes
to zero when the distance between the atoms reaches a couple of angstroms
about the length of a chemical bond. When the total van der Waals becomes
repulsive(positive), the atoms are in contact. Two other forces are present during
contact mode in addition to the van der Waals force. A capillary force exerted
by the thin water layer often present in an ambient environment and the force
exerted by the cantilever itself.
To obtain high force sensitivity with this technique the simplest approach is to
use a cantilever with a very low stiness between 0:01  0:001 N/m. Because the
deection of the cantilever should be signicantly larger than the deformation of
the tip and sample, the cantilever should be much softer than the bonds between
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Figure 2.7: Force vs. distance curve[56]
the bulk atoms in the tip and sample. This mode is generally used for at samples
which can withstand lateral forces during scanning.
There are a number of problems with this technique. The rst problem is that low
stiness cantilever has a low resonant frequency, and so it is a highly susceptible
to vibrational noise[7]. The invention of micro fabricated cantilevers by Albrecht
et al.[13] has greatly reduced this problem keeping the spring constant low by
making the cantilever small. The other problem with this technique is that low
stiness cantilevers have a large thermal oscillation amplitude(xthermal)[26],
xthermal =
r
kBT
k
(2.21)
kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is absolute temperature.
Also there is a more serious problem with this technique. If the tip is mounted
on a soft cantilever, the initially attractive tip-sample forces can cause a sudden
jump-to-contact when approaching the tip to the sample.
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This instability occurs in the quasistatic mode if[26]
k < max(
@2Vts
@z2
) (2.22)
where Vts is the interaction potential between the tip and the sample. This
problem can be avoided by increasing the cantilever stiness to several tens of
N/m, but this decreases the sensitivity of the contact mode so much that the
weak attractive interactions can not be easily measured.
2.2.6.2 Intermittent-contact mode
Martin et al.[11] applied a new method which is called intermittent-contact mode
or tapping mode to increase the force sensitivity and measure weak interactions.In
the intermittent-contact mode during the surface scan, the cantilever assembly is
sinusoidally vibrated by a piezo mounted above it, and the oscillating tip slightly
taps the surface at the resonant frequency of the cantilever with a constant
amplitude of oscillation. A feedback loop keeps the average normal force constant.
This technique is also called as amplitude modulation of AFM(AM-AFM).
Martin et al. made the tip vibrated at the lever resonance frequency and recorded
the vibration amplitude as a function of distance between the cantilever and
surface(d). For large values of d, where the eect of the sample on the tip can
be neglected, the tip vibration amplitude A as a function of the frequency w is
Lorentzian of the form;
A =
A0(!0=!)p
1 +Q2(!=!0   !0=!)2
(2.23)
where w0 = c
p
k is the resonance frequency, c is a function of the lever mass,
k is the spring constant, A is the amplitude at resonance and Q is the quality
factor(Q 1).
Q = !0
!
(2.24)
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The change of amplitude A for a small change of f 0 and f 0 is maximized and
has the value
A =
A
f 0
f 0 =
2A0Q
3
p
3(k   f 0)f 0 (2.25)
where f and f 0 is respectively the force between the sample and the tip and the
magnitude of the force derivative as shown Figure 2.7.
The force imparted onto the sample by the cantilever can be very small because
small shifts in the oscillation amplitude can be detected. The tapping mode
allows delicate samples to be imaged with normal forces on the order of fractions
of a nanonewton. The applied force is signicantly lower than the force applied
by the contact mode of operation. The lateral resolution in the tapping mode can
be compared favorably to the contact mode of operation because high oscillation
frequencies allow the tip to the contact the sample surface many times before
it translates laterally by one tip diameter. Therefore the tip shape denes the
lateral resolution in the tapping mode just as it does in the contact mode.
The tapping mode is used in topography measurements to minimize the eects
of friction and other lateral forces to measure the topography of soft surfaces.
It has been widely used in studying surface properties of biological material and
polymers with great successes. But it is slow with cantilevers have high quality
factors. However the use of cantilevers have high quality factors reduces noise.
Thus Albrecht et al.[27] found a way to combine the benets of high quality
factor and high speed by introducing frequency modulation(FM) mode.
2.2.6.3 Non-contact mode
Albrecht et al.[27] developed a technique by modifying the technique applied
by Martin et al.[11] They measured the change in resonant frequency directly
with a Frequency Modulation(FM) circuit. Thus, this technique is also called
as FM-AFM mode. It improves the bandwidth of measurements made with high
quality factor(Q) cantilevers, so is particularly useful in ultrahigh vacuum(UHV).
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of tapping mode
Using the FM mode, the resolution was improved dramatically and nally atomic
resolution was obtained by reducing the tip-sample distance and working in
vacuum.
Three basic forces can be mapped across a sample in the non-contact mode by
detecting the deection of the cantilever under the inuence of the desired force.
These consist of electrostatic, magnetic and van der Waals forces, in the order of
the complexity of the interaction. The rst deals with monopoles, the second with
dipoles, while the third requires a quantum mechanical treatment. These forces
and their derivatives can be as small as 10 12 N and 10 14 N/m, respectively.
They are much smaller than those encountered with the contact mode of AFM.
In non-contact mode the system vibrates a sti cantilever near its resonance
frequency with an amplitude of a few tens to hundreds of angstroms. Then it
detects changes in the resonance frequency as the tip comes near the sample
surface. The resonance frequency of the cantilever varies as the square root of its
spring constant. In addition the spring constant of the cantilever varies with the
force gradient experienced by the cantilever. Finally the force gradient which
is derivative of the force versus distance curve shown in Figure 2.7, changes
with the distance between the cantilever and sample. Thus, changes in the
resonance frequency of the cantilever can be used as a measure of changes in the
force gradient, which reect changes in the cantilever-sample distance or sample
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topography. The system monitors the resonance frequency of the cantilever and
keeps it constant with the aid of a feedback system that moves the scanner up
and down. By keeping the resonance frequency constant the system also keeps
the average cantilever-sample distance constant. As in contact mode the motion
of the scanner is used to generate the data set.
The oscillation frequency is the observable in non-contact mode and it is
important to establish a connection between the frequency and forces acting
between tip and sample. While the frequency can be calculated numerically, an
analytic calculation is important for nding the functional relationships between
operational parameters and the physical tip-sample forces. The motion of the
cantilever can be described by a weakly disturbed harmonic oscillator. q0(t) is
the deection of the tip of the cantilever. It oscillates with amplitude A at a
distance of q(t) from the sample. The closest point to the sample is q = d and
q(t) = q0(t) + d+ A The Hamiltonian for the cantilever is[28],
H =
p2
2m
+
kq02
2
+ Vts(q) (2.26)
where k is the spring constant, m is the eective mass, Vts is the tip-sample
potential and p = mdq0=dt
The unperturbed motion is given by
q0(t) = Acos(2f0t) (2.27)
and the resonance frequency f0 of the free cantilever(tip far from the surface) is
given by
f0 =
1
2
r
k
m
(2.28)
If the force gradient kts =
@Fts
@z
= @
2Vts
@z2
is constant during the oscillation cycle,
the calculation of the frequency shift is trivial;
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4f = f0
2k
kts (2.29)
However classically kts varies by several orders of magnitude during one oscillation
cycle and a perturbation approach has to be employed to calculate the frequency
shift. The rst derivation of the frequency shift in non-contact mode was achieved
in 1997[22] using canonical perturbation theory. The result of this calculation is
f =   f0
kA2
< Ftsq
0 >=   f
2
0
kA2
Z
Fts[d+ A+ q
0(t)]q0(t)dt (2.30)
The applicability of rst-order perturbation theory depends on the magnitude of
the perturbation, for example it depends on the ratio between Vts and the energy
E = kA2=2 of the oscillating cantilever. E is typically in the range of several keV
while Vts is only a few electron volts and rst order perturbation theory yields
results for f with excellent precision.
Non-contact mode is desirable because it provides obtaining sample topography
with little or no contact between the tip and the sample. Like contact mode it
can be used measure the topography of insulators and semiconductors as well
as electrical conductors. The low force between the cantilever and the sample is
advantageous for studying soft or elastic samples. A further advantage is that
samples like silicon wafers are not contaminated through contact with the tip.
Also it provides high speed to avoid thermal drift problem.
2.3 Frictional Force Microscopy
The frictional force microscope (FFM, also called the lateral force
microscope,LFM) is a modied force microscope that allows the simultaneous
measurement of both normal and lateral forces. It can measure lateral deections
of the cantilever that arise from forces on the cantilever parallel to the plane of
the sample surface.
Lateral deections of the cantilever usually arise from two reasons; changes in
surface friction and changes in slope. In the rst case, the cantilever may
encounter greater friction forces as it moves on another material of surface,
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causing the cantilever twist more strongly. In the second case, it may twist
because of a steep slope. To separate one eect from another, FFM and AFM
images should be collected simultaneously.
The relative motion of tip and surface is realized by a scanner created from
piezoelectric elements, which moves the surface perpendicularly to the tip with a
certain periodicity. The normal force (FN) applied to the surface is responsible
for the deection of the cantilever that supports to the tip. If FN increases
while scanning due to the local slope of the surface, the scanner is retracted by a
feedback loop. And also if FN decreases, the surface is brought closer to the tip
by extending the scanner. In this way, the surface topography can be determined
line by line from the vertical displacement of the scanner. Accurate control of
such vertical movement is made possible by a light beam reected from the back
of the lever into a photodetector. The relative sliding of tip and surface is usually
also accompanied by friction. A lateral force (FL) which acts in the opposite
direction to the scan velocity, hinders the motion of the tip. This force causes
torsion in the cantilever, which can be observed along with the topography if the
photodetector can detect also the lateral movement of the lever with the normal
force deection while scanning. In practice this is achieved using a four-quadrant
photodetectors, as shown in Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9: The photodetector for FFM
The FFM was rst used by Mate et al.[14] in 1987. They observed atomic-scale
features on the frictional force acting on a tungsten wire tip sliding on the basal
plane of graphite surface at low loads < 10 4N They used optical interference for
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measuring the deection of a level with a known spring constant. Optical beam
deection was introduced later by Meyer and Amer[16].
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3. ELECTROSTATIC FORCE MEASUREMENTS AND KELVIN
PROBE FORCE MICROSCOPY (KPFM)
3.1 Introduction
In this section we will examine the measurement of electrostatic forces in the
AFM. Then we will look in more detail the development, the theory and the
applications of Kelvin probe force microscope(KPFM). The development of
tapping mode by Martin et al.[11] allowed to detect weak long-range forces.
Also electrostatic forces can be measured using this technique. Martin et al.[17]
measured electric forces as small as 10 10 by applying an dc voltage between the
tip and the sample. In 1988 Stern et al.[29] used this technique to detect the
presence of electric charge on Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA) sample.
But electrostatic forces can not be distinguished from other long-attractive
forces such as van der waals forces. In 1989-1990 Stern et al.[19] developed
electrostatic force microscope(EFM) to develop their previous work on electric
charge measurements on PMMA studied in 1988. In this technique, an ac voltage
is applied during normal non-contact mode. When the tip scans above the
surface of a sample, changes in the force gradient between the tip and the surface
alters the eective spring constant of the lever, changing its resonance frequency.
This is detected as a change in the amplitude of a oscillation of the tip by a
lock-in amplier and by an optical ber-based interferometer. A feedback loop
maintains a constant force gradient by adjusting the distance between the tip
and sample. In the work of Stern et al.[19] in 1989 by applying ac voltage to the
sample, images which dierentiate between positive and negative charge could
be obtained. The microscope's lateral resolution was better than other charge
measurement techniques and this advantage of it can be used in investigating
insulator charge distributions on smaller scale than previously possible.
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An important development in EFM instrumentation was the development
of Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) in 1991 by Nonnenmacher et
al.[21]. Measurements of the contact potential dierence(CPD) between dierent
materials was performed for the rst time using kelvin probe force microscopy.
They achieved a high resolution for both the contact potential dierence (better
than 0.1 mV) and the lateral dimension (<50 nm) and obtained contact potential
dierence images of gold, platinum, and palladium surfaces. The ac voltage
between tip and sample was applied at the resonance frequency while the
cantilever was vibrated by piezo above resonance. The signal change in the
piezo-induced vibration amplitude while approaching the tip was used in the
conventional way of AFM to control the distance between tip and sample. A
second feedback loop was used to measure the CPD by minimizing the electric
eld between tip and sample.
In 1995 Kikukawa et al.[30] observed the surface potential of silicon pn junctions
using a Kelvin probe force microscope whose sensitivity was about ve times
better than a conventional one. It was achieved by three major improvements:
electrostatic force detection using the second cantilever resonance, cantilever
Q-value enhancement by operating in a vacuum, and direct cantilever resonance
frequency detection using the frequency modulation technique. Also in 1999
Sommerhalter et al.[31] lateral resolution was achieved by using the second
resonance frequency of the cantilever to measure the electrostatic forces, while
the rst resonance frequency is used to simultaneously obtain topographic images
by the frequency modulation technique.
Kitamura et al.[32] observed CPD images on Au deposited n-type and p-type
Si(111) 7x7 surfaces with KPFM in ultrahigh vacuum conditions. The atomic
scale potential dierence between the Si(111) 7x7 surface and Au clusters did
not reect the work function, it was thought that it reected the local electron
density on the surface. On the other hand, the average potentials corresponding
to the dc levels in each CPD image reected the work function. If there are spatial
variations in work function on the tip or sample surface, the measured values will
not represent the work function at a point on the sample,the value at a point on
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the sample will be weighted average. Because there is large contribution from the
surface below the tip [33].
In 2003 Glatzel et al.[34] represented a comparison between the frequency
modulation and the amplitude modulation detection mode of KPFM using
measurements of gold islands on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite. The results
in both detection modes show a strong dependence of the measured signal on
the tip geometry. The main drawback of FM mode is the low sensitivity and
therefore the necessity of high ac voltages. The AM-mode oers the possibility
to use low ac voltages, which allows absolute work function measurements also
on semiconductor surfaces.
KPFM has been used to study a wide range of properties and phenomena,
such as voltage signals in integrated circuits[20] , self assembling monolayer
lms[35], surface potential variations in multilayer semiconductor devices[36]
and characteristics of human hair[37]. Also in 2008 Filleter et al.[38] determined
the work function dierence between single layer and bilayer graphene grown
epitaxially on 6H-SiC(001) by the Kelvin probe force microscopy. Bilayer lms
were found to increase the work function as compared to single layer lms. This
method showed a distinction obviously between interface layer, single layer, and
bilayer graphene.
3.2 Electrostatic Force Microscopy
Electrostatic force microscopy(EFM) applies a voltage between the tip and the
sample while the cantilever vibrates above the surface. When the voltage is
applied between the tip and sample, because of the interaction between the sample
and the tip, there will be a mobility in the conduction electrons or holes beneath
the cantilever and an electrostatic force exerted on the tip. The electrostatic
force resulting from electric charges in the sample consists of two oscillating
components;Fw and F2w and aects the vibration amplitude of the cantilever.
The EFM has been used to map the electrical properties of the sample's surface.
For instance, it can map the electric elds of a electronic circuit as the device is
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turned on and o. The force sensitivity of the EFM suggests that the capacitive
variations down to 10 21 F could be measured in a 1 Hz bandwith.
Stern and Terris et al.[19] deposited and imaged localized surface charge on
insulators. The tip was oscillated near its resonant frequency. As the tip
scanned above the surface of a sample, the resonance frequency was changed.
This was detected as the change in the amplitude of oscillation of the tip by a
lock-in amplier and optical ber-based interferometer. A feedback loop adjusted
tip-sample separation by the help of changes in amplitude of oscillation of the tip
to maintain a constant force-gradient. The tip was electrically isolated from the
piezoelectric material so that a voltage could be applied to the tip for charging
the sample surface. An electrode behind the sample could be used to provide
an additional electrostatic force between the tip and the sample. Positive and
negative charges were deposited onto the insulating sample by applying voltage to
the tip. After charging, the sample was imaged with the tip electrically grounded.
3.3 Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy(KPFM)
Kelvin probe force microscopy(KPFM) is another scanning probe method
measures the local surface potential or work function of dierent metals with high
spatial resolution. It relies on the kelvin method takes its name from William
Thomson, also known as Lord Kelvin who rst introduced the method in 1898. In
1991 KPFM was developed by Nonnenmacher to look at dierent metal surfaces.
3.3.1 The Kelvin method
The Kelvin Probe Method is an old-age technique to measure the work function
dierence between the dierent metals. The work function of a metal is the
minimum energy required to reject one electron from its surface.
 = e 	  EF (3.1)
: work function
e: electron charge
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	: electrostatic potential
EF : Fermi energy level of the metal
The two metals are brought in to parallel and close position like a capacitor[39].
When they are unconnected, they have dierent fermi levels and dierent work
functions (1; 2) as shown in Figure 3.1(a). When they are in contact, electrons
from the higher fermi level ows to the lower fermi level. In this way the
fermi level of the new system must equalize. This movement of the electrons
causes a potential dierence which is called the contact potential dierence(CPD)
as seen in Fig 3.1(b). Contact potential dierence is dened as the potential
dierence between dissimilar conductive materials whose mobile electrons are in
thermal equilibrium. This contact potential dierence is equal to work function
dierence,existing before the contact.To nullify the voltage occurred between the
metals, a backing potential is applied as shown Figure 3.1(c) This applied backing
potential is equal to contact potential dierence, also equal to work function
dierence.
Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of Kelvin method[39]
In this way, if the work function of one of metals is known , the work function
of other metal can be measured. The principle of KPFM is similar to Kelvin
method except measuring forces instead of currents.
In KPFM the work function of tested material which is surface of sample, is
measured by the help of known work function of other material which is tip of
the microscope. One of the materials is mechanically vibrated by an oscillation
potential(Vac) at frequency !. The tip interacts electrostatically with the surface,
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being attracted and repelled at the same frequency of Vac as shown in Figure
3.2. Thus, an oscillation mode at a frequency ! appears on the cantilever.
This oscillation is detected by the photodiode, which sends a signal through a
lock-in amplier to isolate the oscillation mode at !. The oscillation amplitude
at frequency ! is proportional to the surface-potential dierence between tip and
surface. To measure the exact work function of the sample, an additional feed
back loop is acquired. This feed back loop applies a dc oset potential voltage(Vdc)
to minimize the electrostatic interaction between the tip and surface.
Figure 3.2: Kelvin probe method in an AFM
When an ac voltage is applied at an angular frequency ! between the tip and the
surface, the resulting electrostatic force has a dc component and two oscillating
components at angular frequencies, ! and 2!. The force component oscillating
at frequency ! is proportional to the contact potential dierence (CPD) between
the tip and the surface. If a dc voltage Vdc is applied the CPD is equal to

e
+Vdc,
where  is the work function dierence between the tip and surface and e is the
electronic charge.
We can show the resulting electrostatic force mathematically: An ac and a dc
voltage are applied between the tip and sample.
Vapply = Vdc + VCPD (3.2)
The voltage between the tip and the surface can be written as,
V = VCPD   Vdc + Vac sin(!t) (3.3)
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VCPD:contact potential dierence
Vdc:dc oset potential
Vac: amplitude of the applied ac voltage signal
!: frequency of the applied ac voltage signal
Assuming the geometry of the tip and the sample like the parallel plate capacitor
geometry, the energy between the sample and the tip can be expressed as,
U =
1
2
CV 2 (3.4)
where C:the local capacitance between the tip and the sample
The force is the derivative of energy with respect to tip-sample separation
distance,
F =  @U
@z
=  1
2
@C
@z
V 2 (3.5)
=
1
2
@C
@z
[VCPD   Vdc   Vac sin(!t)]2
=  @C
@z
1
2
(  Vdc)2   @C
@z
(  Vdc)Vac sin(!t)  @C
dz
[
V 2ac
4
  V
2
ac
4
cos(2!t)]
= Fdc + F! + F2! (3.6)
There are three dierent force signals;Fdc; F!andF2!
Fdc =  1
2
@C
@z
[(VCPD   Vdc)2 + V
2
ac
2
] (3.7)
F! =  @C
@z
[(VCPD   Vdc)Vac sin(!t)] (3.8)
F2! =
1
4
@C
@z
[V 2ac cos(2!t)] (3.9)
According to equation 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 the electrostatic force consists of a static
part and two contributions at ! and 2!.
If VCPD = Vdc the ! component of the electrostatic force is zero. VCPD is obtained
by altering applied Vdc voltage by the feedback loop. VCPD is the work function
dierence between the tip and the sample surface and the work function dierence
is exactly equal to eVdc. This value of Vdc is sometimes called as 'Kelvin null
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voltage'. In this way, variations in the work function of the sample surface can
be measured quantitatively, relative to some reference material or to the tip.
There are two dierent KPFM modes commonly used.
One of them is two-pass technique[40].First scan collects topographic
image,second scan records the kelvin probe signal at a larger constant tip-surface
distant. So it is called as 'lift mode'. In the rst scan no external voltage is
applied to the tip or sample, topography of surface is determined by using the
tapping mode of AFM as shown in Figure 3.3(a). Mentioned as before, in the
AFM tapping mode the cantilever is resonated near its resonant frequency and
the topography image is determined by keeping the oscillation amplitude constant
with a feedback system. In the second scan the tip is lifted at a selected distance,
then each line is scanned secondly using the topographic image recorded at rst
scan and the contact potential is measured as shown in Figure 3.3(b). In this scan
a dc bias potential and an oscillating ac potential is applied to the sample. The
ac potential is necessary to enhance the electrostatic force interaction between
the tip and sample. There is a second feedback loop which adjusts the dc bias
voltage to nullify the vibration amplitude of cantilever and hence the spectral
component of F!. When the ! component of the electrostatic force is zero, Vdc
is equal to the surface potential. The contact potential map is determined by
recording these values of bias voltage makes the ! component of the electrostatic
force zero and reversing the sign.
In the other mode, topographical signals and the kelvin probe signal are
simultaneously detected at two dierent tip resonance frequencies. Thus
topography of the surface and work function dierence between the sample and
tip are simultaneously determined. In this mode cantilever is excited by a signal
contains more than one driven force. The output signal of the rst resonance
frequency is used to obtain topography image as used in intermittent-contact
AFM mode. The output signal of the second resonance frequency is used to
obtain the work function dierence image of the sample. Exciting of the cantilever
with the rst and second resonance frequency can increase the sensibility of the
measurement of force.
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Figure 3.3: The topography measurement in tapping mode(a) and contact
potential dierence measurement in lift mode[40] (b)
These are the equations of motion for this mode:
Fexc(t) = F1cos(!1 + F2cos(!2t) (3.10)
m z1 =  k1z1   m!1
Q1
_z1 + F1cos(!1t) + F2cos(!2t) + Fts(z1 + Z2) (3.11)
m z2 =  k2z2   m!2
Q2
_z2 + F1cos(!1t) + F2cos(!2t) + Fts(z1 + Z2) (3.12)
where,
Fts : The force between the tip and the sample.
!1: The rst resonance frequency of the cantilever
!1: The second resonance frequency of the cantilever
F1 : The amplitude of the rst excitation
F2 : The amplitude of the second excitation
k : The spring constant
Q : The quality factor of the cantilever
Fts : The propelling force
This mode can be separated to two types in itself; amplitude detection
mode(AM-KPFM) and frequency detection mode(FM-KPFM).
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3.3.2 Amplitude Modulation of Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy
(AM-KPFM)
In the AM-KPFM the amplitude of the cantilever oscillation at ! induced by the
electrostatic force is measured directly[34]. It is measured by direct detection
of the lever deection by a lock-in amplier referenced to !. For determining
the CPD, a feedback loop alters the detected amplitude to zero by adjusting
Vdc to =e. AM-KPFM is sensitive to the force. This mode requires soft
cantilevers with low resonant frequencies and large modulation amplitudes to
obtain suciently large and detectable mechanical deection.
3.3.3 Force modulation of Kelvin probe force microscopy (FM-KPFM)
The frequency modulation method (FM-KPFM) detects the resonance frequency
shift(f) induced by the bias voltage applied between tip and sample[41].
The parabolic dependence of f on the bias voltage is recorded and used to
evaluate the CPD between tip and sample. FM-KPFM is sensitive to the force
gradient. Hence a higher lateral resolution is expected in FM-KPFM than for the
force-sensitive AM-KPFM method.
The frequency modulation method (FM-KPFM) detects the resonance frequency
shift(f) induced by the bias voltage applied between tip and sample[41].
The parabolic dependence of f on the bias voltage is recorded and used to
evaluate the CPD between tip and sample. FM-KPFM is sensitive to the force
gradient. Hence a higher lateral resolution is expected in FM-KPFM than for the
force-sensitive AM-KPFM method.
Kitamura et al.[42] operated this method to measure CPD and topography
simultaneously. The gradient of electrostatic force was detected as frequency
shift of cantilever resonance frequency. The amplitude of the ! component was
detected by using a lock-in amplier where the output of the lock-in amplier
became zero when a Vdc corresponding the  was applied. When the output of
the lock-in amplier was zero, the applied Vdc was the CPD for the the tip. CPD
images were obtained from a feedback loop that maintained the lock-in output
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at zero. CPD images with a resolution of less than 10 meV were observed in this
mode.
The resonance frequency of the cantilever is given by
f0 =
1
2
r
k
m
(3.13)
All long-range forces including the electrostatic force shift the resonance frequency
f0 to f
0
0:
f 00 =
1
2
s
k   @F
@z
m
t f0(1  1
2k
@F
@z
) (3.14)
The mechanical resonance of the cantilever is frequency-modulated with
frequencies fmod and 2fmod. The Figure 3.4 shows shows a schematic frequency
spectrum of the cantilever oscillation[40]. The peaks at fmod and 2fmod originate
from the electrostatic force. The peaks at f0  fmod and f0  2fmod show the
frequency modulation of f0. This frequency modulation is produced by the
oscillating electrostatic force gradient. FM-KPFM nullies the signal at f0fmod
by applying a bias voltage Vdc which is equal to the . In this way, this provides
Vdc =

e
.
Figure 3.4: Schematic frequency spectrum of the tip oscillation[41]
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3.4 Instrumentation
3.4.1 Experimental set-up
We modied the Atomic Force Microscope at Sabanc University supplied by
NanoMagnetics Instruments Ltd to the Kelvin Probe Force Microscope as shown
in Figure 3.5. In our rst experimental set-up an extra PLL(Phase Locked Loop)
was used. Since for the AFM only one driven frequency is used and hence there
is only one PLL in the electronic system of the AFM. But either the rst and the
second resonant frequency were used for The KPFM. To separate the information
concerning the each resonant frequency a high pass lter and low-pass lter and
high pass lter were used. Figure 3.6 shows the experimental set-up we used rst.
Figure 3.5: The KPFM modied in Sabanc University
3.4.1.1 Phase-locked loop(PLL)
Phase-Locked Loop is a closed loop frequency control system that synchronizes
the frequency of the output signal generated by an oscillator with the frequency of
a reference signal by the help of the phase dierence of the two signals[43]. In the
electronic of Atomic force Microscopy supplied by NanoMagnetics Instruments
Ltd., there is a phase-lock loop card that generates the excitation signal applied
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the rst experimental-set up
to the dither piezo. The PLL card adjusts the frequency/phase of the oscillator
to set the system into resonance and the digital Phase Locked Loop measures
the frequency shifts(f ) in the non-contact mode. The PLL Card can also be
used for tapping mode AFM, as a Dual Channel Lock-in, where amplitude and
phase of input signal is measured[44]. Due to employing the second resonance
frequency of the cantilever for kelvin probe force microscope, an extra PLL is
used for this system. The second PLL sets the system into second resonance.
3.4.1.2 High-pass lter
High-pass lter oers easy passage to high-frequency signals but reduces the
amplitude of low-frequency signals. It reduces the amplitude of frequencies lower
than the lter's cut-o frequency. Cut-o frequency is the value of frequency that
shows from which point of value the dicult passage starts.
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Cut-o frequency is given by,
fc =
1
2
=
1
2RC
(3.15)
where  is the time constant, R is the resistance,C is the capacitance.
Figure 3.7 shows the rst-order electronic of high-pass lter which is formed by
placing an input voltage across the series combination of a capacitor and a resistor
and using the voltage across the resistor as an output.
Figure 3.7: The electronic schematic of the rst order high-pass lter
For our system we used a high-pass lter which has 350kHz cut-o frequency.
This lter passes the signals with frequencies higher than 350kHz. Thus, the
signal at the second resonance frequency which is around 400  450kHz, can be
used for contact potential images.
3.4.1.3 Low-pass lter
Low-pass lter's task is opposite of the high-pass lter. It passes low frequency
signals but attenuates signals with frequencies higher than the cut-o frequency.
The rst order electronic of low-pass lter is shown in Figure 3.8 that is occurred
by placing an input voltage across the series combination of a resistor and
capacitor and an output voltage across the capacitor.
A low-pass lter with 100kHz cut-o frequency was used in our system.
The low pass lter passes the signals with frequencies lower than 100kHz. In this
way, the signal at the rst resonance frequency which was about 60 70kHz, can
be used for topography image.
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Figure 3.8: The electronic schematic of the rst order low-pass lter
The cantilever deection is detected by the optical beam deection system. The
light source is a red laser diode, the wavelength of laser light is 650nm. The
laser beam is focused on the cantilever surface, and the reected beam is directed
to a position sensitive photodiode. The rst and the second resonance signals
are separated from each other using low-pass and high-pass lters. The rst
resonance signal is used to obtain topography image with controlling by the rst
feedback loop for tip-height control. The topography feedback loop maintains a
constant oscillation at the forced oscillation frequency by changing the tip-sample
distance. The rst oscillation frequency is detected using the rst phase-locked
loop(PLL). In the non-contact mode PLL measures the frequency shift. The
second PLL adjusts the frequency of the oscillator to sets the system into second
resonance. The rst resonance frequency is around 70-80 kHz. The second
resonance frequency is about 400-450 kHz.(f2  f1) The second feedback loop
adjusts the dc bias between tip and sample until the ac vibration of the tip at
the second resonance frequency is nullied.
A lock-in amplier was used instead of the second phase-locked loop in the second
experimental set-up which was shown in the Figure 3.9 to be able to measure very
small amplitudes of oscillation. The second resonance frequency and amplitude
can be adjusted manually by the digital lock-in amplier. A mixture of dc and
ac voltages (Vdc + Vacsin(!t)) are applied between the sample and the tip. The
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Figure 3.9: Schematic diagram of the second experimental-set up
amplitude of the ! component is detected by lock-in amplier. The output of the
lock-in amplier becomes zero when a Vdc which is equal to the  is applied.
Contact potential dierence images are obtained from the second feedback loop
maintains the lock-in output at zero.
3.4.1.4 Lock-in amplier(LIA)
Lock-in Amplier is a system used to detect and measure very small ac signals,
even if the signal and noise frequencies are very close to each other. The principle
of the lock-in method consists of noise signal rejection at all frequencies except
at a reference frequency by using phase-sensitive detection (PSD), which allows
to select a specic component of the signal with a given frequency and phase.
For instance, an experiment is excited at a xed frequency from an oscillator
or function generator and the lock-in amplier detects the response from the
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experiment at the reference frequency[45]. Lock-in amplier measurements
require a reference frequency. If the output signal from a function generator
is the reference wave, the response signal from the experiment is the signal wave
and the internal reference signal generated by lock-in amplier and locked by a
phase-locked loop to external reference is the lock-in wave as shown in Figure
3.10, VPSD is given,
Figure 3.10: The signal of the reference, the signal of the response from the
experiment and the signal of the lock-in's reference[45]
VPSD = VsigVLsin(!r + sig)sin(!Lt+ ref ) (3.16)
=
1
2
VsigVLcos([!r !L]t+ sig   ref )  1
2
VsigVLcos([!r +!L]tsig + ref ) (3.17)
where Vsig is the signal amplitude, !r is the signal frequency,sig is the signal's
phase, VL is amplitude of the lock-in's reference , !L is the frequency of lock-in's
reference and ref is the phase of lock-in's reference.
The lock-in amplies the signal and then multiplies it by the lock-in reference
using a phase-sensitive detector or multiplier. The PSD output is two AC signals,
one of them is at the dierence frequency and the other is at the sum frequency.
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4. RESULTS
4.1 Results by Atomic Force Micrsocope
First experiments were made by Atomic Force Microscopy(AFM) to understand
the principle of microscopy and make the calibration of the system to obtain high
quality images from Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy(KPFM). These experiments
were made with dierent modes of AFM, with dierent parameters with dierent
samples. For tapping and non-contact modes of AFM, single crystal silicon
cantilevers with 300 kHz resonance frequency and 40 N/m force constant, also
with 150 kHz resonance frequency and 7.4 N/m force constant were used. For
contact mode of operation single crystal silicon cantilevers with 0.2 N/m were
used.
Figure 4.1: Graph of center frequency vs oscillation amplitude of cantilever
Before imaging, initially the natural resonance frequency of the cantilever used
should be determined by the software. To determine the natural resonance
frequency of the cantilever, the cantilever is oscillated by the dither piezo.
The frequency value which is corresponding to maximum oscillation amplitude
is called as the resonance frequency of the cantilever. After determining the
resonance frequency of the cantilever, the reference phase is determined. The
changes in the phase are monitored by means of the reference phase and then
the phase shifts are converted to the image. In the Figure 4.1 the graph shows
the frequency values versus oscillation amplitude of cantilever. The software
calculates the quality factor of cantilever. The quality factor is the ratio of given
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energy to the system to dissipation energy. Also we calculated the quality factor
with the parameters of software by exporting them to another programme. We
drew a graph with the frequency and oscillation amplitude values and t them to
Lorentz curve as shown in Figure 4.2. Quality factor was calculated as 316.191
from this graph with the formula of Q = !
0
!
.
Figure 4.2: Center frequency versus oscillation amplitude graph drew by another
program and t to Lorentzian curve.
The images in the Figure 4.3 are the forward images of blu-ray disk obtained
by tapping mode of AFM. The images are phase, RMS(root mean square of
amplitude) and topography images respectively. We get dierent information
about the surface by comparing values of parameters from feedback system with
the reference values. For instance,in the Figure 3a the phase dierence during
scanning with respect to the reference phase is shown. The Figure 4.4 shows the
images of backward scanning. For these images the scan speed was 2 =sec, the
image size was 256x256 pixels.
Figure 4.3: Tapping mode AFM forward images of blu-ray disk. (a)Phase
imageof forward scanning. (b) Rms image of forward scanning
(c) Topography image of forward scanning.
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Figure 4.4: Tapping mode AFM backward images of blu-ray disk. (a)Phase
image of backward scanning. (b) Rms image of forward scanning
(c) Topography image of backward scanning.
On CD and DVD disks the information is written by indentation of a nickel
stamp on a poly carbonate surface, resulting pits in the surface. A new medium
was developed for rewritable data storage based on a phase-change optical
recording[47]. A localized laser spot hits a thin layer of material, resulting in
a phase transition from crystalline to amorphous. These small amorphous areas
dene data marks that have a dierent reectivity from the crystalline material.
On blu-ray discs such marks are now written on 300 nm wide tracks which is
shown in Figure 4.5. This track width is less than half the width of DVD.
Figure 4.5: The measurement of blu-ray track width on the cross of AFM scan
We made several experiments with dierent parameters to nd the highest
working performance of the AFM. We changed laser intensity and excitation
amplitude values on imaging blu-ray disk. The rst test was made to nd the
best operating range for laser intensity. Initially laser intensity was adjusted as
8% and FT which shows the amount of light dropped on the photo diode was read
as 0.650 V. Secondly laser intensity was changed to 17% and FT was increased
to 1.300 V while other parameters were not changed. Finally the laser intensity
was adjusted to 25% so as to increase FT above 2V. The Figure 4.7(a) shows the
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Figure 4.6: The 3 dimensional view topography image of blu-ray disk.
topography image with the parameter of 8% laser, the Figure 4.7(b) shows the
image with the parameter of 17% laser. The quality of image was increased when
the FT was increased to 1.3V. The gure 4.7(c) shows the topography image with
the parameter of 25% laser. The quality of image was decreased when the FT
was increased to nearly 3V. It can be said that the best operating range of FT is
between 1V and 2V for the highest quality of image.
Figure 4.7: (a) The topography image of blu-ray disk(FT=0.650V) (b) The
topography image of blu-ray disk(FT=1.300V) (c)The topography
image of blu-ray disk(FT=2.850V)
The second test was to nd the best operating range of excitation amplitude of
cantilever. When the magnitude of excitation amplitude was adjusted to 7%,
the RMS(the root mean square of maximum oscillation amplitude) value was
approximately 1V and the amplitude was approximately 250 mV. When the
magnitude of excitation amplitude was adjusted to 17%, the RMS value was
increased to 2V and the amplitude was increased to 400mV. Finally when the the
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magnitude of excitation amplitude was increased to 20%, the RMS was increased
to above 3V and the amplitude was changed to 600mV. The Figure 4.8 shows the
topography images of bu-ray disk with the values of amplitude 250mV, 400mv
and 600mV, respectively. We can say that the best operating range of RMS is
between 2 and 3 volt.
Figure 4.8: (a) The topography image of blu-ray disk(RMS=1V) (b) The
topography image of blu-ray disk(RMS=2V) (c)The topography
image of blu-ray disk(RMS=3.5V)
We also imaged CD disk by operating the AFM in dierent modes. For the images
in the tapping mode, contact mode and non-contact mode the typical scan speed
was 2 m/s, the scan area was 10x10  and the scan size was 256x256 pixels. In
the tapping mode we obtained Vz shown in Figure 4.9(a) and RMS image shown
in Figure 4.9(b).
Figure 4.9: (a) The topography image of CD disk in tapping mode (b) The
RMS image of CD disk by operating in tapping mode
In the contact mode we obtained Vz shown in Figure 4.10(a) and FN image shown
in Figure 4.10(b). In the contact mode a set FN is used as a reference signal to
obtain images from changes around the reference FN instead of the changes in
the amplitude in the tapping mode.
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Figure 4.10: (a) The topography image of CD disk in contact mode (b) The FN
image of CD disk by operating in the contact mode.
Also in the non-contact mode the resonance frequency shift is used by the feedback
loop during the surface-tip interaction. In this way in the non-contact mode
besides the topography image shown in Figure 4.11(a), the resonance frequency
shift (f) image shown in Figure 4.11(b) is obtained.
Figure 4.11: (a) The topography image of CD disk in non-contact mode
(b) The frequency shift image of CD disk in non-contact mode.
In the non-contact mode even small information can be seen in the topography
image because of higher resolution in the non-contact mode than the other modes.
The Figure 4.12 shows the height of the small and large bits by the cross-section
of topography image of CD disk.
The Figure 4.13 shows the topography of AFM scan of DVD disk. The AFM
operated in the contact mode. The scan speed for this image was 2 (2 m/s).
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Figure 4.12: Cross section of non-contact AFM scan of CD disk on the
topography image
The scan area was 10x10 m and the image size was 256x256 pixels. As mentioned
before DVD disk has twice larger track width than the blu-ray disk.
Figure 4.13: The topography image of DVD disk.
With the same parameters and the same operation of mode the CD was imaged
and the topography image of it is seen in the Figure 4.14. It can be seen that on
the CD disk the track widths are larger than the DVD disk.
6H-SiC(100) was imaged by AFM in the tapping mode. The scratches and shakes
occured by production mistakes were established in the 5x5 m topography image
of AFM shown in Figure 4.15.
After etching hydrogen 6H-SiC(100) was imaged by AFM again in the tapping
mode. The 4x4 m topography image shown in Figure 4.16(a) shows a rough
region of steps with their height of  0.75 nm and width of  100 nm.
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Figure 4.14: The topography image of CD disk.
Figure 4.15: (a)The topography image of 6H-SiC (b) RMS image of 6H-SiC
(c) Phase image of 6H-SiC . (The scan speed=2m)
Figure 4.16: (a) The topography image of hydrogen-etched 6H-SiC
(b) RMS image of hydrogen-etched 6H-SiC (c) Phase image of
hydrogen-etched6H-SiC. (The scan speed=2m)
4.2 Results by Frictional Force Microscope
4.2.1 Measuring the lateral forces of dierence thickness of graphene
layers
Graphene is a mono layer of sp2 bonded carbon atoms packed into a
two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb lattice. It can be stacked into 3D graphite,
rolled into one dimension nanotubes or wrapped up into zero- dimensional (0D)
fullerenes, as shown in gure 1[46]. Until recently, it has been known to exist only
in the one, zero dimensional form and its three dimensional structure like graphite
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which comprise graphene sheets. Since it was known that two dimensional crystals
were thermodynamically unstable,[48,49] it was presumed that graphene didn't
exist in the free state. However, graphene was rst prepared via mechanical
exfoliation of graphite crystals by Professor Andre Geim's research group at the
University of Manchester[50]. Since, not only graphene has unique electrical
and mechanical properties, but also the thinnest material ever fabricated, it has
recently attracted attention of the research communities.
Figure 4.17: Structure of dierent graphitic forms. On the top of gure,
graphene, one atomic thick layer, is shown. In the bottom middle,
carbon nanotubes are shown. On the bottom right, a stack of
graphene layers called graphite is shown. On the bottom left,
buckyball model is given.
In the graphene characterization, graphene thickness is crucial point to distinguish
monolayer, bi-layer and few layer of graphene. For this purpose , low energy
electron diraction,(LEDD), phonon-electron spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy,
optic microscope and atomic force microscope can be used. In this work, frictional
forces of graphene layers will be determined by using frictional force mode in the
atomic force microscopy supplied by NanoMagnetics Instruments Ltd.
Graphene is prepared by using method called mechanical exfoliation in this work.
For this method , 15mm of ake graphite (larger than 0,850 mm) was placed
to plastic sticky tape with tweezers, then pressed slowly and tape was peeled
apart. This process can be repeated until graphite is thin enough. Finally,
cleaved graphene sample was transferred into 300 nm SiO2 on Si substrates. First
characterization is done by optical microscope benetting from optical contrast.
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In Figure 4.18, optical image of graphene akes with dierent thicknesses is
shown. As seen in the gure there are four layers with dierent thicknesses.
Figure 4.19 shows the measurements of these graphene akes.
Figure 4.18: Optical image of graphene with magnication X100.
Then lateral forces of graphene layers with dierence thicknesses were measured
by frictional force microscopy. In frictional force microscopy mode, topography
and lateral force images are obtained simultaneously. First the thickness of
graphene and graphite layers were measured on topographic images. Secondly
frictional forces were evaluated by means of the lateral forces images of graphene
akes.
To calculate the lateral forces of graphene layers with dierence thicknesses,
rst the lateral spring constant which is dependent to geometric properties of
cantilever. The lateral spring constant is given by,
cL =
Gwt3
3h2l
(4.1)
where G is the shear modulus, w is the width of the cantilever, t is the thickness
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Figure 4.19: Measurements of graphene akes on optical image with
magnication X100.
of the cantilever,l is the length of the cantilever and h is the height of the tip. For
silicon G = 0; 51011N=m2. The cantilever used is single crystal silicon cantilever.
For this cantilever w = 50m, t = 2m,h = 17m, l = 450m. cL was calculated
as 51.3 N/m. After calculating the lateral constant spring, by using this constant
and cross section of lateral force images the lateral forces of graphene layers were
calculated with given formula,
FL =
3
2
cL
h
l
SzVL (4.2)
where Sz is the sensitivity of photodiode,VL is the the dierence voltage between
the horizontal signals. VL was calculated as the average of lateral voltage values in
the cross section graphic from lateral force image. The sensitivity of photodiode
used in our AFM is 0.43 A/W. Frictional forces on four graphene layers with
dierent thicknesses were calculated.
Figures 4.20, 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23 show the topography images of graphene layers
and lateral force images in the simultaneously scan and also cross section of this
two images. For these images contact mode cantilever which has 0.2 N/m force
constant is used. The scan speed and the image size was 2  m/s and 256x256
pixels, respectively.
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The Figure 4.20 (b) shows the topographic images of graphene, from this image
the thickness of graphene was measured as 1,05 nm. By using the formula 2, the
lateral force of this single layer graphene was calculated as 7,8 pN.
In the Figure 4.21 (a), the thickness of few layer graphene was measured as 4,90
nm from the cross section of the topography image. The lateral force of this layer
was calculated as 7,7 pN.
In the Figure 4.22 (a), the thickness of multi layer graphene was measured as
6,08 nm. The lateral force of this layer was calculated as 7,5 pN. In the Figure
4.23 (a), the thickness of graphite was measured as 164,92 nm. The lateral force
of this layer was calculated as 0,48 pN.
Figure 4.20: (a)Optic microscope image of graphene akes imaged by FFM
(b) The topograpy image of the graphene layer.(c)The crosssection
of the topography image.(d) The lateral force image of the same
graphene layer (e) cross section of the lateral force image.
The frictional forces values of graphene layers with respect to thickness of
graphene layers were graphed with the help of origin programme by tting to
the rst order exponential curve as shown in Figure 4.24. The graphic shows
that the frictional force on graphene is larger than on graphite (multilayer of
graphene).
As seen from the cross section of lateral force image in Figure 4.25 the frictional
force on graphene is smaller than on SiO2. Also the contrast dierence between
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Figure 4.21: (a) The topograpy image of the graphene layer.(b)The cross section
of the topography image. (c) The lateral force image of the same
graphene layer (d) cross section of the lateral force image.
Figure 4.22: (a) The topograpy image of the graphene layer.(b)The cross section
of the topography image. (c) The lateral force image of the same
graphene layer (d) cross section of the lateral force image.
the graphene layers with dierent thicknesses can be seen from the lateral image
and cross section.
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Figure 4.23: (a) The topograpy image of the graphene layer.(b)The cross section
of the topography image. (c) The lateral force image of the same
graphene layer (d) cross section of the lateral force image.
Figure 4.24: The frictional forces were measured as a function of the thickness
of the graphene and graphite.
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Figure 4.25: (a)The lateral force image of graphene. (b) The cross section of
lateral force image.
4.3 Results by Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy(KPFM)
4.3.1 Operating KPFM in AM method and FM method
We obtained the rst images by KPFM with the rst experimental set-up with the
phase-lacked loop mentioned before. The cantilevers we used for the rst images
were single crystal silicon tips used for Electrostatic Force Microscopy with 75
kHZ resonance frequency and 3 N/m force constant. These tips are electrically
conductive by means of coating of 5 nm Chromium and 25 nm Platinum on both
sides of the cantilever.
On CD, DVD there is a layer of approximately 1.7 mm thick which is made
from poly carbonates. This layer is prepared by injection molding and in the
printed CD and DVD they molded to form the bumps and pits. After these
bumps and pits are molded, the data storage surface is coated with aluminum
by sputtering. Hence when applied to the laser the molded bumps creates
pits on the aluminum surface and data is read depending on the reected light
from the aluminum surface bumps. Blu-ray disc is also an optical disc storage
medium. But as mentioned before its data storage is based on a phase-change
optical recording. We imaged the blu-ray disk by AM-KPFM. We obtained
simultaneously topography and contact potential images shown in Figure 4.26.
Because of the dierence metals of the surface and the bits, work function
dierence between the surface and the bits was seen in the contact potential
image shown in Figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.26: (a)The topography image of blu-ray disk by AM-KPFM. (b) The
contact potential image of blu-ray disk by AM-KPFM.
For these images the rst resonance frequency was 63 kHz. The second resonance
frequency used for contact potential image was 407 kHz. The set dc was a value
between 0.1 V and 0.2 V. The scan area and the image size was 5  m x 2.44 
and 256x256 pixels, respectively. The scan speed was 1  m/s.
Figure 4.27: Cross section of AM-KPFM scan of blu-ray disk on the contact
potential image
After imaging blu-ray disk by the experiment set-up with PLL, lock-in amplier
was used instead of PLL to obtain images with higher resolution and to operate
KPFM also in Force Modulation(FM) method. The Figure 4.28 shows contact
potential, phase and topography images obtained by operating in AM-KPFM,
respectively. For these images the rst resonance frequency was 62 kHZ. The
second resonance frequency used for contact potential can be adjusted by lock-in
amplier. By the lock-in amplier it adjusted to 10 kHz. Generally the second
resonance frequency is adjusted to be six or seven times smaller than the rst
resonance frequency. The scan speed and the scan area was 1 =m and 3mx3m.
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Figure 4.28: (a)The contact potential image of AM-KPFM scan (b) The
topograph image of AM-KPFM scan (c) The phase image of
AM-KPFM scan.
The cantilevers used for EFM could not work to operate KPFM in FM method
because of its spring constant. To operate in FM-KPFM the force constant of
cantilever should be larger. We have a cantilever which spring constant are 40N/m
for non-contact imaging but it is single crystal silicon tip which is not electrically
conductive. We decided to use HF acid for oxide etching on the silicon tip.
At 20oC the cantilevers were held for a minute in the etchant prepared as 10:1
HF(10 H2O:1 48 HF). With these cantilevers the images shown in Figure 4.29
were obtained.
Figure 4.29: (a)The contact potential image of cd disk operating in FM-KPFM.
(b) The topograph image of cd disk operating in FM-KPFM.(c) The
frequency shift(f) image of cd disk operating in FM-KPFM.
Because of oxidation of silicon in a short time and low quality images by etched
cantilevers, electrically conductive was decided to make by metal coating method.
The cantilevers used for non-contact and tapping imaging with resonance
frequency of 300 kHz and force constant of 40N/m were coated with 5nm Cr
and 20 nm Au, respectively by evaporator coating system(shown in Figure 30).
The SEM images of cantilevers before coating and after coating in Figure 4.31 and
4.32. The resonance frequency of cantilevers were decreased to 272 kHz because
of totally 25 nm metal coating.
With the cantilevers coated with 25 nm metal CD disk was imaged in AM-mode
and FM-mode and these images are shown in Figure 4.33.
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Figure 4.30: The evaporator coating system in our laboratory
Figure 4.31: The SEM image of the single crystal silicon cantilever before
coating
The scan speed and the scan area was 2  m/s and 10 mx10  m. For two modes
the same cantilever which the rst resonance frequency was 272 kHz and the force
constant was 40N/m was used. The second resonance frequency was adjusted to
40 kHz. For the AM-mode the AC voltages of amplitude around 0.5V were used.
For the FM-mode the AC voltages of amplitude around 5V were used. The work
function image in the AM-mode in the Figure 4.34(a) shows that the variations of
work function were measured as only 0.17V, whereas( = 0:17V ) the variations
of work function in the FM-mode were measured as 0.34V( = 0:34V ) in
Figure 4.34(b). In the AM detection the contrast in the work function images
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Figure 4.32: The SEM image of the single crystal silicon cantilever after coating
Figure 4.33: (a) The contact potential image of CD disk operating in
AM-KPFM. (b) The topograph image of CD disk operating
in AM-KPFM (c) The phase image of CD disk operating
in AM-KPFM (d) The contact potential image of CD disk
operating in FM-KPFM. (e) The topograph image of CD disk
operating in FM-KPFM. (f)The phase image of CD disk operating
in FM-KPFM
was observed as lower than the detection in the FM-mode. The advantage of
AM-mode is the possibility to use low AC voltages.
Also we imaged hall probe by AM-KPFM. On the hall probe there are dierent
metals as seen optic microscope image in the Figure 4.35.
This scan was with conductive cantilever used for EFM with resonance frequency
of 75 kHz and force constant of 3 N/m. The scan speed and scan area was
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Figure 4.34: (a)Cross section of AM-KPFM scan of cd disk on the contact
potential image (b)Cross section of FM-KPFM scan of blu-ray disk
on the contact potential image
Figure 4.35: Optic microscope image of hall probe with x20 magnication
2  m/s and 20 mx20  m. In the Figure 4.36 optic microscope image shows
the area of the KPFM scan.
In the Figure 4.37 the cross section of scan is shown on the contact potential
image. The cross section line begins from Au part of the hall probe to Ge part
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Figure 4.36: Optic microscope hall probe image of scan area of AM-KPFM with
x5 magnication
of the hall probe. The work function of Au varies from 5.1 to 5.47 eV. The work
function of Ge is 4.83 eV. As seen on the graph the work function should be
decrease while the cross section line reaches to Ge part of the hall probe. And
the work function dierence between the Ge and Au should vary from 0.2 V to
0.6V. In the Figure 4.37 the work function dierence between the Au and Ge was
measured as 0.6 V.
Figure 4.37: Cross section of AM-KPFM scan of hall probe on the contact
potential image
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4.3.2 Measuring work function dierence of graphene, graphite and
SiO2 surfaces using KPFM
In this section the graphene was analyzed by KPFM. We predict that we can
determine the work function dierence between graphene and SiO2, graphite
and SiO2 and also graphene and graphite. We prepared graphene with the
same mechanical exfoliation method described in the section 4.2. The prepared
graphene was characterized by the optical microscope. Figure 4.38 shows the
optical microscope image of prepared graphene. To characterize by KPFM,
sample should be electrically conductive. We obtained the electrical conductivity
by using silver paint. Silver paint contacts taken from graphene sheet as shown
in Figure 4.39. Benetting from optical contrast some layers of graphene were
expected to be single layer graphene shown in Figure 4.38. The prepared graphene
was characterized with Raman Spectroscopy to be sure about the thickness of
graphene layers.
Figure 4.38: Optical microscope image of graphene with magnication x100
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Figure 4.39: Optical microscope image of graphene layer taken contact by silver
paint with magnication x100.
Raman spectroscopy has historically been used to probe structural and electronic
characteristics of graphite materials, providing useful information on the defects
(D band), in-plane vibration of sp2 carbon atoms (G band) as well as the stacking
order (D'band)[51].The D peak is related to the nite crystallite size, shows the
structural quality and disappears for perfect crystals. The integrated G line
signal is correlated with the thickness of graphitic ake and is shifted upward in
frequency for double and single layer graphene compared to that of bulk graphite.
The D' band is used used as a simple and ecient way to conrm the presence
of single layer graphene. The peak width of the D' line shows a strong contrast
between single and few layer graphene[52]. Also the intensity of G line versus D'
line increases from single layer to multi graphene.
We examined our prepared graphene with a Renishaw In via Reex Raman
Microscope System of Prof. Dr. Mustafa Culha's laboratory at Yeditepe
University. We used a 514 nm wavelength green argon ion laser with a 25 mW
maximum power. The numerical aperture of the objective lens was 0.8. Figure
4.40, 4.41, 4.42 and 4.43 shows raman spectroscopy of dierent graphene layers on
prepared graphene. As seen in the gures the width of the peak of D' decreases
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from double layer shown in Figure 41 to single layer graphene shown in Figure
4.42 and 4.43. Also the instensity of G line versus D' line increases from single
layer graphene shown in Figure 43 to multi layer graphene shown in Figure 40.
Figure 4.40: (a)Optical microscope image of graphene sheet characterized
by Raman spectroscopy (b)Raman Spectroscopy of multi layer
graphene
Figure 4.41: (a)Optical microscope image of graphene sheet characterized
by Raman spectroscopy (b)Raman Spectroscopy of few layer
graphene
After characterization by optic microscope and raman spectroscopy, prepared
graphene was analyzed by KPFM. KPFM operated in AM-KPFM. We used single
crystal silicon cantilevers coated with 5nm Cr and 20 nm Au with rst normal
resonant frequencies ranging between 250-300 kHz. For rst scan of KPFM we
apply an ac voltage with an amplitude of 5V and a kelvin frequency of 40 kHz.
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Figure 4.42: (a)Optical microscope image of graphene sheet characterized
by Raman spectroscopy (b)Raman Spectroscopy of single
graphene
Figure 4.43: (a)Optical microscope image of graphene sheet characterized
by Raman spectroscopy (b)Raman Spectroscopy of single
graphene layer.
The scan speed and the scan area was 2 m/s and 20x20. The images of
AM-KPFM scan are given by Figure 4.44 and 4.45.
Figure 4.46 shows the thickness of single layer graphene sheet.The thickness of
single graphene was measured as 1.03 nm. In this measured thickness of graphene
there are also the electric dipole of residues left from the adhesive tape during
graphene preparation and the dipole moments of water molecules adsorbed on
top of graphene. Figure 4.47 shows the thickness of few-layer graphene It was
measured as 3.2 nm. In Figure 4.48 the work function of SiO2 was measured
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Figure 4.44: (a)The graphene sheet characterized by AM-KPFM was marked
on the optical microscope image.(b)The topography image of
graphene by AM-KPFM scan. (c)The contact potential image
of graphene by AM-KPFM scan.
Figure 4.45: (a)The graphene sheet characterized by AM-KPFM was
marked on the optical microscope image.(b)The topography
image of graphene by AM-KPFM scan. (c)The contact potential
image of graphene by AM-KPFM scan.
1.79 V lower than the graphite. Also it is theoretically lower than the work
function of graphite.
Figure 4.46: Cross section of AM-KPFM scan of single layer of graphene on the
topography image
In the second scan of KPFM, kelvin probe resonance frequency was decreased to
25kHz and the oscillation amplitude of kelvin probe was changed to 0.5 V while
the other parameters were not changed. In the images shown in Figure 4.49
the contrast in the contact potential image was changed. When we change the
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Figure 4.47: Cross section of AM-KPFM scan of few-layer of graphene on the
topography image
Figure 4.48: Cross section of AM-KPFM scan of graphene on the contact
potential image
amplitude of kelvin probe and the kelvin probe frequency, the values of contact
potential change.
Figure 4.49: (a)The graphene sheet characterized by AM-KPFM was marked
on the optical microscope image.(b)The topography image of
graphene by AM-KPFM scan.(c)The contact potential image of
graphene by AM-KPFM scan.
In the contact potential image between the single layer of graphene and multi
layer of graphene(graphite) and also single layer of graphene and few layer of
graphene a contrast dierence was occured. Shown in the Figure 4.50 between
the multilayer graphene and single layer graphene, 0.07 V work function dierence
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was measured. The work function of single layer graphene is smaller than the
work function of graphite. Also 0.03 V work function dierence was measured
between the single layer graphene and the few-layer graphene shown in Figure
4.51. The work function of single layer graphene is reduced by 30 mV as compared
to double layer graphene. The central result of our experiments is that the work
function of graphene varies with the thickness of graphene. The work function of
single layer graphene was reduced as compared to double layer graphene.
Figure 4.50: Cross section of work function dierence between the single layer
graphene and graphite
Figure 4.51: Cross section of work function dierence between the single layer
graphene and few-layer graphene
4.3.3 Measuring work function dierence of HOPG and Au by KPFM
To calibrate the system in AM-KPFM mode we measured the work function
dierence between Au and HOPG. The work function values change with the
amplitude of kelvin probe and kelvin probe frequency. To nd the convenient
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amplitude and frequency value we imaged HOPG coated with 0.5 nm Au.We
observed Au islands on HOPG after coating on SEM images shown in Figure
4.52.
Figure 4.52: SEM image of Au islands on HOPG
We observed Au islands on HOPG also on topography image of AM-KPFM scan
shown in Figure 4.53(a) and contrast dierence between Au and HOPG on contact
potential image shown in Figure 4.53(b). In theory, the work function dierence
between Au and HOPG is approximately 0.4 eV. We observed the work function
dierence value ts to the theoretical value (shown in Figure 4.54) at 25 kHz of
kelvin probe frequency with the kelvin probe amplitude of 1.5V. The scan speed,
the scan area and the images size were 2  m/s, 0.5  m x 0.5  and 256x256
pixels, respectively.
Figure 4.53: (a)Topography image (b)Contact potential image (c)Phase image
of Au islands on HOPG
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Figure 4.54: Cross section on contact potential image of Au islands on HOPG.
4.3.4 Imaging a sample prepared by electron beam lithography using
KPFM
We prepared a sample by electron beam lithography to characterize by KPFM.
E-beam lithography is identical to optical or any other lithographies[53]. In
e-beam lithography the substrate is coated with a thin layer of resist, which
is chemically changed under exposure to the electron beam(shown in Figure
4.55). Thus the exposed areas can be dissolved in a specic solvent.(Dissolving
in a specic solvent process called as development) This is called as 'positive
lithography'. If the non-exposed areas are dissolved, this is called 'negative
lithograph'.
Figure 4.55: Resist cross section[53]
Figure 4.56: Resist cross section.Only the chemically changed e resist can be
dissolved in a specic solvent in positive lithography[53].
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After development process, a thin metallic layer is deposited on the substrate.
On the areas exposed to the electron beam the deposited metal sticks to the
substrate, while on the unexposed areas the metal sticks to the resist surface.
Figure 4.57: Resist cross section after metal deposition[53]
After metal deposition the remaining resist is dissolved in an solvent. This process
is called 'lift o'. In lift o only the metal sticking to the substrate remains(shown
in Figure 4.58).
Figure 4.58: Final result cross section[53].
After cleaning 300 nm SiO2 on Si substrates, they were coated with Cr to provide
the electrically conductivity. After coating Cr the samples were covered 95-100
nm by C2 PMMA ((Poly(methyl methacrylate)) which is a positive e-beam resist.
After that samples were written by e-beam. The pattern was consist of squares
in dierent sizes. This pattern was designed by Design Cad. After writing by
e-beam, in development process the exposed areas were dissolved by solvent which
is formed of 3 IPA: 1 MIBK. After development, 3nm Cr and 30 nm Au were
deposited on samples by evaporator coating system. After metal deposition lift
o process was implemented. In lift o process Au with the remaining resist
on the spacing of squares is dissolved, Au sticking to the substrate on insides of
squares remained. In this work, dierent dosage tests were done between 80-600
C=cm2.
The pattern is consist of 5 square arrays with dierent sizes and a hall probe
array as shown in Figure 59. There are square arrays with size of 0.5 m, 0.2
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m, 0.1 m and 50 nm. Also there is a hall probe array with size of 0.01 m.
This square arrays were characterized by KPFM. Topography, phase and contact
Figure 4.59: SEM image of sample after e-beam lithography.
potential images were obtained simultaneously. The cantilevers used were 5nm
Cr and 20 nm Cr coated single crystal silicon cantilevers with the resonance
frequency 278 kHz and 40 N/m. fKPFM , AKPFM , the scan speed and the scan
size were 25kHz, 1.5V, 2m=s and 256x256 pixels, respectively.
Initially, the square array with the size of 0.5 m and with the dosage of 401
C=cm2 were characterized by AM-KPFM. This array of SEM image(Figure
4.60(a)) and KPFM images(Figure 4.60(c) and 4.60(d)) were given below
respectively.
The period of this arrays is 1 m as shown in the cross section of topography
image in Figure A.1(a)
As mentioned before in the end of e-beam lithography in the pattern the spacing
of squares are coated with Cr, insides of squares are coated with Au. Hence, in
the contact potential image, we should see the work function dierence between
Cr and Au. The work function of Au varies from 5.1 eV to 5.47 eV. The work
function of Cr is 4.5 eV. In Figure 62, the work function dierence between Au
and Cr was measured 0.56 V, the expected work function dierence is between
0.6V and 1V.
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Figure 4.60: (a)SEM image (b)CCD AFM camera image (c)Topography image
and(d)CPD image of the square array with the size of 0.5 m and
with the dosage of 401 C=cm2
Secondly, the square arrays with the size of 0.2 m was imaged. The dosage of
the square array with the size of 0.2 m was 268 C=cm2. The images of SEM
and KPFM are shown below.(Figure A.2)
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5. CONCLUSION
In this work, the principle of Atomic Force Microscopy and Kelvin Probe Force
Microscopy which is modied version of AFM was studied. Understanding
the principle of KPFM is important as much as understanding the principle
of AFM which is very important for many science researches by giving atomic
resolution of materials. Because KPFM is an extremely powerful technique that
permits the characterization of electronic properties of materials. It also provides
simultaneous high resolution imaging as well as electrical characterization. This
technique is performed in many scientic areas on variety of materials such as
encompassing metals, classical semiconductors, organic and biological materials
etc. Also because of its high voltage resolution it permits the study of surface
potential dierences with many thin lms, including which has poor conductive
properties.
Initially in this work, AFM was optimized to obtain the highest quality of images
from KPFM. The optimization values of excitation amplitude of cantilever and
laser intensity were searched. To achive this, many experiments were made with
dierent parameters and with many kinds of samples.
this work, with Frictional Force Microscopy was also studied. By FFM, the
frictional force images of graphene, graphite and SiO2 were obtained. By
calibration of lateral forces, frictional forces of graphene and graphite were
calculated and compared. According to results, the frictional force on graphene
was larger than on graphite. Also the frictional force on graphene was smaller
than on SiO2.
Amplitude modulation of KPFM and Frequency Modulation of KPFM were
compared in this work. When the sample sample was imaged by both of methods,
in the AM method the contrast in the work function images was observed as lower
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than the FM method. The advantage of AM-mode is the possibility to use low
AC voltages.
The work function dierence of graphene, graphite and SiO2 were measured by
AM-KPFM. Also work function dierence between the single layer graphene and
double layer graphene was observed. Also in this experiment it is observed that
when the amplitude and frequency of kelvin probe are changed, the work function
values are changed. Thus, to calibrate the system and to nd the optimized
frequency and amplitude of kelvin probe, Au islands on HOPG were imaged with
KPFM.
Also from the experiments in AM-KPFM method, it appeared that when the
amplitude of AC voltages are decreased, the resolution of contact potential images
is increased.
Finally a sample prepared by Electron Beam Lithography was characterized by
AM-KPFM in this work. Work function dierences of dierent metals(Au and
Cr) on the pattern of sample was measured.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A.1
Figure A.1: (a)Cross section on topography image of AM-KPFM scan of the
square array with the size of 0.5 m and with the dosage of
401 C=cm2 on topography image (b) Cross section on CPD image
of AM-KPFM scan of the square array with the size of 0.5 m and
with the dosage of 401 C=cm2
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Figure A.2: (a)SEM image (b)CCD AFM camera image (c)Topography image
and(d)CPD image of the square array with the size of 0.2 m and
with the dosage of 268 C=cm2
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